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■ Welcome!
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Introductions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome! My name is …, I am …role…at the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington D.C. We are so pleased to have you here today and tomorrow to review new ACCESS for ELLs test items in development for upcoming school years. We have educators representing states from across WIDA here to participate in our review today and tomorrow. It is so important to us at CAL and at WIDA to involve educators and administrators in the different phases of the development of this large-scale, high stakes assessment for English learners. Today is just one opportunity to provide feedback on the content and grade-appropriateness of these items and tasks. We value your input and are thankful that you were able to take the time to apply your expertise to the review of these test materials.Introduce the WIDA and CAL staff in attendance today…The purpose of this training session is to prepare you to review the content of ACCESS test items in development. I’ll talk more about what that means as we continue, but it’s a very important part of the process in making this assessment, so we appreciate having your attention for the next hour to put into focus what we are tasked to review for and how we know we met our goals.



■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language proficiency, not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for reviews
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Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First let’s walk through our agenda for this training session. (quickly go through the agenda)



■ Purpose: 
◆ To use the expertise of a trained group of educators to help ensure that ACCESS 

for ELLs 2.0 is a fair and accurate assessment instrument for the diverse group of 
test takers

■ Goals: 
◆ To review potential ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 materials for grade-level 

appropriateness
◆ To identify and discuss any issues and possible solutions

■ Focus: 
◆ Sets of Speaking test tasks (all grade clusters and specific standards)
◆ Sets of Listening test items (all grade clusters and standards)
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Purpose, goals, and focus of review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the content review is…So the goals for the review will be to…In the review, you’ll be looking at tasks for…



■ Use your experience as an educator to confirm grade-cluster 

appropriateness or identify any potential issues.

■ Provide your unique perspective that represents your knowledge of 

English language and content area instruction.

■ Contribute to creating a positive group dynamic where any issues 

are identified and solutions are suggested.

■ Provide useful feedback to developers to improve test content.
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Role of reviewers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is YOUR role in the review? As experienced educators, we value your input on the content we are developing for ACCESS 2.0. We’ll ask you to use that experience to confirm the grade-cluster appropriate ness of potential test items, or identify any potential issues with the content or language used.You each bring a unique perspective, your experiences providing instruction to students, in your context. We’ll review in groups, by grade cluster, in order to facilitate a group dynamic that will lead to identifying potential issues for students. We ask for your feedback so we can improve the test content. Our goal is to make sure that the test is aligned with what students are learning in the classroom, making it appropriate for the grades in the grade cluster and the targeted proficiency level.



■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for reviews
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Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we’d like to give you some background on the test itself.  Everyone probably is already be familiar with it to one extent or another -- but we want to be sure we’re all up to speed before reviewing the materials.



■ Secure, large-scale test

■ Operationalizes WIDA’s English Language Development Standards

■ Assesses academic English language proficiency 
◆ Not a test of content knowledge

◆ Assesses students’ understanding of the language used in content areas

■ Administered once per year as required by federal legislation
◆ In the 2016–2017 school year, about 1.8 million students took ACCESS 2.0
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Overview: What is ACCESS for ELLs 2.0?



■ English language learners communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in five content areas, 
represented by these Standards:
◆ Social and Instructional Language (SIL)
◆ Language of Language Arts (LoLA)
◆ Language of Mathematics (LoMA)
◆ Language of Science (LoSC)
◆ Language of Social Studies (LoSS)

■ Integrated Standards:
◆ Language of Mathematics and Language of Science (MS)

■ Terms: 
◆ Thematic folder (folder)
◆ Panel 
◆ Model Performance Indicator (MPI)
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Overview: WIDA ELD Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coming back to the standards -- We use the WIDA ELD standards to drive the item development process. These 5 standards are used as a guide for assessing students’ English language proficiency. While we assess all four domains (Speaking, Writing, Listening, and Reading) using these Standards, your job this week will be to review Speaking tasks and Listening items in development. The tasks that you’ll look at will target one or two of the five standards. In some cases the standards are integrated – for Speaking, you’ll sometimes see tasks that target both the Language of Social Studies and the Language of Language Arts. During the review, you may hear us use the term ‘folder’ to refer to one thematic folder. A folder is a set of 2 or 3 thematically-related assessment tasks or items targeting specified proficiency levels.MPIs are Model Performance Indicators. They describe how language is produced or understood at a particular proficiency level for a particular topic and with a particular support. Each Speaking task or Listening item targets one specific MPI, and the MPIs for the items you’re reviewing will be included in your Recommendation Log for your reference.
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Overview: Item development process

WIDA ELD 
Standards

Foundational Document

Specification 
Development

CAL makes a spec 
revision plan and 

revises specs, including 
MPIs

Initial Item
Generation

ESL and Content 
teachers generate 
themes for items

CAL refines raw 
material

Standards Experts 
(teachers) review 
content of refined 

items

Item 
Refinement

CAL revises items

Graphics are created

Items undergo 
Content review by 

teachers from WIDA 
states

Items undergo Bias 
and Sensitivity review 
by teachers from WIDA 

states 

CAL revises items

Pre-Operational
Data Collection

CAL conducts small-
scale tryouts with 

students

CAL coordinates small-
scale tryouts conducted 

by teachers with 
students

Items are field tested 
in schools during the 
regular testing cycle

Field Test
Data Analysis and 

Item Selection

Post-Field Test Analysis 
& Review

CAL & WIDA select 
items to include on 

operational test

Operational test 
assembled and 

produced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does ACCESS get made? This chart illustrates the different stages of the item development process, from the foundational document, to the final test. The test materials that you review today have already been through the first three stages, that is, the WIDA ELD Standards have been used to develop specification documents. Draft items have been generated based on these specifications, and the raw content has been through several rounds of review and revision. At this point, the test materials more fully developed, but they are still considered drafts. This group of educators will review the test materials for the content and grade cluster appropriateness. A separate group of educators will also review the same materials for bias and sensitivity issues. The feedback and suggestions we gather from these reviews let us to improve the test materials and then move forward to the stage where students see the materials. As you can see, there are a number of additional steps that will be taken before these items go in front of students – smaller-scale piloting and larger-scale field testing.
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Overview: Proficiency levels

ENTERING

EMERGING

DEVELOPING

EXPANDING

BRIDGING

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Tier A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you may know, the WIDA ELD standards follow a continuum of English language proficiency to describe students’ abilities. The proficiency levels go from 1 to 6, with 1 being ELLs who are just starting out, and 5 for ELLs who are approaching grade-level mastery of the academic English used in classrooms. The goal of ACCESS for ELLs is to allow students to demonstrate their level of English proficiency. Students with lower levels of academic English language proficiency will be exposed to items on the test that are at or just slightly above where they are able to function.



Overview: How students see Speaking folders

One task

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students are routed to Speaking based on their scores on the Listening and Reading tests. Specifically, Speaking folders are developed in panels. Within one panel, there will be three tasks, one at Proficiency Level 1, one at Proficiency Level 3, and one at Proficiency Level 5. Students do not experience all three tasks. Depending on their performance on other domain tests, students will take Tier A-level Speaking tasks within a panel, or Tier C-level Speaking tasks within a panel. Tier A-level students will experience input and tasks connected to P1 and P3 levels. Tier C students will receive input and respond to tasks that are representative of P3 and P5 level expectations. This image demonstrates how a panel is broken up at different Tiers. 



1

3

5
B/C

A

PreA

One Speaking Panel

Overview: How Speaking folders are developed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram helps you visualize how a speaking panel is developed. So, students will only experience one tier’s worth of tasks. Students who are newcomers or are identified as PreA test takers will only take the P1-level task. This is a brief task asking students to describe an image using single words. This task is designed to give PreA students the opportunity to show what they can do. Tier A students will take the P1 and P3-level tasks. And Tier C-level students will take the P3 and P5-level tasks. For Tier A and Tier C students, the P3 task is the same. Similarly, the P1 task is the same for PreA and Tier A students.  Although the folder is developed as one panel about the same topic, one student will not see all three tasks. These topics are rich enough to be addressed at all three P levels of the speaking panel. Today you will be reviewing items in a PANEL. That is, you will review a P1 task, a P3 Task, and a P5 task as a set.
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How speaking responses are scored

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Speaking Test is scored using the Speaking Scoring Scale that describes different levels of performance. Before each task, students hear a model student response. The model response demonstrates the level of language targeted by the task: Proficiency level 1, 3, or 5. When students respond, the model response serves as a benchmark. At the exemplary level, responses are equal to or exceed the model response to the task. Strong responses approach the model response, and Adequate response are satisfactory but not as complex or sophisticated as the model. At the attempted level, language use does not support an adequate response. In your task as a content reviewer, you can think about whether or not students would be able to provide appropriate responses to the questions they’re asked. Does the task input and the task graphic support students in responding? Would students have enough to talk about when it’s their turn? 
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Stimulus Graphics

Model Student
Virtual Test 

Administrator

Folder Title

Task Input

Speaking task format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what a speaking test item will look like to a student viewing the computer screenThere are always two speakers here. a virtual test administrator, and a model student, Nina. The virtual test administrator will ask Nina and the student a similar, but not identical question. Students will hear Nina responding to the question first. This gives them an idea about what kind of response is expected from them.Student will hear the task input, they can also read the test administrator’s script on the screen. Nina’s response, however, is not shown on the screen. Here is an example. (click to next slide)
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Speaking task format
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Speaking task format
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Speaking task format






Overview: How students see Listening folders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listening test is a semi-adaptive test. All students take two sets of test items featuring Social and Instructional Language. Based on their performance on those sets of items, they are routed to the next set of test items.



Overview: How Listening folders are developed

One thematic folder

Tier A Tier B Tier C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listening folders are developed by thematic folders. Within one thematic folder, there will be three items, or questions.  Today you will be reviewing listening in a folder. 



Listening item format

Folder Title

Orientation 
graphic

What the 
student hears

Narrator: Learning to Fly. PAUSE 1 SECOND. This story is about a baby bird 
named Hatcher. Listen to the teacher read the story. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A student is introduced to a set of three thematically-related Listening test items on the first screen of a folder. A professional voice actor serving as a narrator will read the folder title aloud and present the test taker with a brief introduction to the theme of the set of test items he is about to encounter. In today’s review, the audios were recorded internally. Once we finish implementing your feedback and making revisions, they will be recorded by a professional voice actor. The test taker sees a large picture on the screen. It usually cues who is doing the talking and what they will be talking about.






Listening item format

Folder Title

Stimulus graphic(s)

Speaker Icon(s)
Response Options

Female teacher: Hatcher goes to school to learn how to fly. He stands on 
a tree way up high. Finally, he is ready to give it a try. PAUSE 1 SECOND.
Narrator: Which picture shows this? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what a Listening test item will look like to a student viewing the computer screen, with the exception of the orange box at the bottom. That orange box is provided to you today for your convenience during this specific review. It is not visible to students during the administration of the test. *The student sees a reminder of the folder title at the top of the screen.*He is presented with a speaker icon to help him follow who is doing the speaking in the recorded passage he hears. There may be one or two speakers shown here. The person on the left is the one who speaks first.*The stimulus graphic is support for the monologue or dialogue.*The response options (answer choices) are usually graphical but may be textual.
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Agenda

■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we’ve done an overview of ACCESS, let’s talk about what we mean when we say ACCESS is a language test, not a content test. 
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Assessing language not content knowledge

■ ACCESS 2.0 is meant to assess students’ English language 
proficiency, not their content knowledge within a standard. 

■ Grade-level content is the vehicle for assessing academic language 
proficiency.

■ The task input should provide sufficient background information 
to allow students to fully respond to the task.

■ The content presented in the folders should not prevent students from 
demonstrating their full language proficiency. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, ACCESS is a test to assess students’ academic English language proficiency – not their content knowledge. When we say a test item is targeting the Language of Social Studies standard, we mean we want to assess students abilities with the language required to learn social studies… not their actual knowledge of social studies topics and concepts. But, although ACCESS 2.0 is not a content test, we still rely on grade-level content as the vehicle for assessing students’ language abilities. Tasks must be designed so that students in the targeted grade level can be reasonably assumed to have the necessary background knowledge to fully engage with the task. In many cases, this means that task must provide background information to ensure students have the necessary information.Ultimately, we need to use grade level content as the vehicle for assessing academic language, yet we don't want to REQUIRE previous knowledge of the content in order to provide a response or select the correct answer. Essentially, we do not want to present a topic that is far above or below what a student might reasonably encounter in a grade level classroom.
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Example of assessing content versus language

Assessing content knowledge…

Prompt: What is the average number of books 
Jane’s group read?

5

6

4

Assessing language proficiency…

Jane found the average number of books her group read.

Prompt: Describe how Jane found the average number of 
books her group read.

5

6

+  4
______

15

1 2 15 ÷ 3 = 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s an example of what when mean, when we talk about assessing language rather than content. Here you can see what a content assessment question might look like. This question is assessing students’ ability to calculate an average. However, if we wanted to use this topic to assess if students have the language needed to discuss calculations and averages, the item would look different. Maybe something like this…Now here, you can see that everything the student needs to answer the question correctly is given in the input. If they have the necessary LANGUAGE for talking about calculating an average, they should be able to provide an adequate response.  Now this example is exaggerating somewhat testing content and testing language for effect. It is seldom clear cut. But we hope this helps demonstrate the difference between assessing language and content.You might be wondering, then, if this is not a content test, what are we doing here participating in a content review? Even though we don’t want to be testing students on their content knowledge, we do want the content we present to be appropriate, authentic, and accurate, which is what we’re going to ask you to review for.
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Item content review

■ Is the content appropriate for the grade level cluster?
■ Is the content accurate?
■ Is the language of the item clear and “natural sounding” to the 

reader/listener?
■ Does the language maximize comprehensibility and readability for the 

intended proficiency level(s)?
■ Is the task (what students need to do) clear?
■ Are items testing language proficiency rather than content 

knowledge?
■ Do the graphics and text match the progression of difficulty 

in the MPI(s)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now we’re going to look a the Content Review Checklist. In your blue CAL folder, please take out the {COLOR} handout. It should say “…” at the top.We’ll start by looking at the first section of the checklist. I’ll talk though through questions and explain what we mean. So, first: Is the content appropriate for the grade level cluster?That is, is this topic, and the way its presented something that an average student in this grade level might encounter in the classroom (even if not necessarily your classroom)? Would you reasonably expect an average student at this grade level to be able to work with this topic?Next, Is the content accurate?	Is the information provided factually correct? Do you see any glaring errors, or areas of potential misinterpretation?We’ll  ask you to look at the language too -- Is the language of the item clear and “natural sounding” to the reader/listener?And also related to language -- Does the language maximize comprehensibility and readability for the intended proficiency level(s)?	Is the vocabulary used about right for the proficiency level it is aimed at? If not, what vocabulary or sentence structure would you recommend using instead?Is the task (what the student needs to do) clear?Are items testing language proficiency rather than testing content knowledge?	Is the content a student needs to respond to the prompt provided in the text and graphics?Does the text match the progression of difficulty in the model performance indicators (MPIs)?	Does the task assess the skill described in the MPI? We’ll give you the MPIs, so you can check this. 
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Graphics content review

■ Are the graphics appropriate for the grade level in terms of topic, 
complexity, and style?

■ Is the content of the graphics portrayed with accuracy, clarity, and 
quality?

■ Are the graphics aligned with the items?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll look at the next section of your checklist, which is about the graphics. Overall, we are shooting for realism – we want to avoid images that are cartoonish or caricatures – anything that would distort reality for the test taker.So we’ll consider grade level appropriateness with the graphics, too -- Are graphics developmentally appropriate for the grade level in terms of topic, complexity, and style?   Characters in a grade 6-8 graphic should look like middle school students.  Classrooms in a grade 1 folder should look like a typical primary school classroom without being cluttered. Class calendar, di-cuts, alphabet strips…  Line graphs may be appropriate for grade 6-8 but not for grade 3-5.  A diagram of a cell with names and functions of the organelles – what level of detail is necessary and appropriate for gr. 3-5?  For gr. 9-12?  Life cycle of a butterfly– should look different for grade 2 science text and grade 9 biology book.Is content of the graphics portrayed with accuracy, clarity, and quality?  Are all the tables, charts, diagrams labeled appropriately?  Is information conveyed clearly?Are the graphics aligned with items?   Do the graphics support the task?  We don’t just want filler/eye candy, the graphics should be serving a clear purpose!
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Layout appearance

■ Are the images fully visible and clear?
■ Do all images within a folder have roughly the same line weight and 

style so that nothing stands out?
■ Are graphs and charts simple, clear, and legible?
■ Is the spacing and type size of items appropriate for legibility?
■ Is there sufficient “white” space (around paragraphs & in tables)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final section focuses on the layout and overall appearance of the task, particularly how the text and graphics interact..When looking at the layout, we want to think about whether there is anything that might block students from doing their best on the test.* We want the layout to be accurate, meaningful, and similar to what students would see in their classroom. -- For example, in graphic organizers or diagrams: Are labels spaced apart appropriately?  -- Is it clear what the arrows are pointing to?  -- Is the graphic organizer similar to what students at that age would typically see in their text books or classrooms?
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Agenda

■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we’ve gone through what is involved in reviewing for Content, I’m going to show you an example of the review process. We’ll look at a pretend (not real!) test item, and I’ll do a think aloud of the process that we’d like you to follow.
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Example for Content Review Training Purposes

Mrs. Lee: OK, class. Now that you’ve all voted on which animal was 
your favorite, let’s make a bar graph. What should we do?

Katia: First, we make a bar that goes up to 2 for giraffes and another 
bar that goes up to 4 for elephants. This depicts that 2 people chose 
giraffes and 4 students like elephants the most. 3 students chose fish, 
so we will make a bar that goes up to 3. 

Narrator: How many students chose fish? 

0
1
2
3
4
5

Giraffe Elephant Fish

Favorite Animal Graph

Favorite Animal

2

3

4
Grade 1
Model Performance Indicators (MPIs)
P4, LoMA
Rank or compare whole number 
quantities presented in text with visual 
support

- Discussion about whole number quantities and people’s favorite 
animal are things that I might hear in a first grade math 
classroom. Students like to talk about animals at this age, so it’s 
appropriate.

- The content is displayed accurately
- “Depicts” is not a word I would expect to hear in a 1st grade 

classroom, and the first sentence is a little long. Breaking the 
sentence into two shorter units might make it easier for 
students to understand.

- The task is clear.
- The item is not assessing math content knowledge.
- The content aligns well with the MPI. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will go through two listening items together, then, you will look at some speaking items in small groups. Talk through the review process using the checklist as a guide…
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Example for Content Review Training Purposes

Mrs. Lee: OK, class. Now that you’ve all voted on which animal was 
your favorite, let’s make a bar graph. What should we do?

Katia: First, we make a bar that goes up to 2 for giraffes and another 
bar that goes up to 4 for elephants. This depicts that 2 people chose 
giraffes and 4 students like elephants the most. 3 students chose fish, 
so we will make a bar that goes up to 3. 

Narrator: How many students chose fish? 

0
1
2
3
4
5

Giraffe Elephant Fish

Favorite Animal Graph

Favorite Animal

2

3

4
Grade 1
Model Performance Indicators (MPIs)
P4, LoMA
Rank or compare whole number 
quantities presented in text with visual 
support

- The graphic is accurate and clear. It aligns with the 
item. 

- For first graders, I would use something like this….

Presenter
Presentation Notes




2

4

5
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Example for Content Review Training Purposes

2

3

4

Favorite Animal

Mrs. Lee: OK, class. Now that you’ve all voted on which animal was 
your favorite, let’s make a bar graph. What should we do?

Katia: First, we make a bar that goes up to 2 for giraffes and another 
bar that goes up to 4 for elephants. This depicts that 2 people chose 
giraffes and 4 students like elephants the most. 3 students chose fish, 
so we will make a bar that goes up to 3. 

Narrator: How many students chose fish? 

Grade 1
Model Performance Indicators (MPIs)
P4, LoMA
Rank or compare whole number 
quantities presented in text with visual 
support

- All images are clear.
- No response item stands out.
- Spacing and type size are appropriate.

0
1
2
3
4
5

Giraffe Elephant Fish

Favorite Animal Graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. 
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Practice doing content review 

■ Now it’s your turn!
■ Let’s look at examples, as a group:

◆ Take a few moments to read
◆ Consider the checklist questions for reviewing content 

for grade-level appropriateness
● Think about the Item Content
● Think about the Graphics Content
● Think about the Layout Appearance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now you will look at some speaking items in small groups. These are not real test items, they’re just examples we’ve created for illustrating the review process. Start by taking a moment to read through the task. Then look at your checklist. Consider each part, answering the questions in your head. What works, what doesn’t?Then, we’ll talk through your feedback.
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Agenda

■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great, I hope that these examples gave you an idea of how we can review test materials for content. The test materials you see tomorrow have been through several rounds of review already, so if you don’t see anything concerning, that’s great – please let us know, because we need to document that too. And if you do see any issues, we want to hear about it, and we’ll welcome your suggestions for how we can resolve them.
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Review process: Recommendation Log

X

Tanya Bitterman

X

X

X

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your recommendation log is your way to follow along in the review and document that you reviewed each item and reported your concerns. You will record your review of each task during the review meeting. If you do not have issues on a panel or folder, please indicate that (click for x). As you go through, please be sure to mark a choice for each row – whether you had no concerns, or whether you reported them. (click for rest of Xs).These Recommendation Logs are our documentation of this step of our item development process, it is our record of what was flagged and discussed. This is our account of what happened at the review and what we will use to proceed with the development of these folders.
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Review process: roles & materials

■ Roles:
◆ Facilitator—guide and pace the discussion to make sure it is focused and on 

schedule
◆ Note taker—record feedback electronically
◆ Reviewer—record review completion in the Recommendation Log, clearly 

articulate whether a task is grade-level appropriate or if you have concerns, offer 
possible solution

■ Materials:
◆ Printed copies of tasks/items in booklets
◆ Recommendation Log
◆ Content Review Checklist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will meet in small groups with two CAL staff members and a representative from WIDA. (review roles)We’ll show you the full color tasks on your screen and you can refer to them in your printed B&W copies. Have your checklist and your recommendation log open in front of you. 
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Agenda

■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to say a few words about test security
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Test security

■ Sign, date, submit non-disclosure agreement (NDA) form 
■ Please:

◆ Refrain from using cell phones and electronic devices during the meeting
◆ Do not retain any copies or notes
◆ Do not take pictures of any test materials
◆ Do not talk about the specific test items outside of the meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, you all have submitted a NDA to WIDA. all of the test materials currently in development are secure, along with the Recommendation Log, and including the MPIs. That means, no copies, notes, or photos, and no discussing the content of the test items or the recommendation logs with anyone outside of the meeting.When you finish the review, please do not take anything with you after this meeting. This means no notes, no booklets, no rec logs will leave the room. 
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Agenda

■ Introductions
■ Purpose of review
■ Overview of ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
■ Assessing language not content knowledge
■ Example of content review
■ Practice content review
■ Process for review
■ Test security
■ Schedule for review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So finally, we just want to reiterate the review schedule
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Schedule for review

Grade 1 Grades 2-3 Grades 4-5 Grades 6-8 Grades 9-12

Room Harmony Wisdom Balance Orchid (3rd) Gardenia (3rd)

CAL
Facilitator Michele Kawood Jennifer Norton Sam Musser Meg Montee Justin Kelly

CAL 
Notetaker Mina Niu Elizabeth Miller-

Cannon Claire Gellner Caitlin Gdowski Kristine Nugent

WIDA
Reviewer Marcy Olson Katie Rozas Jason Kemp Mark Chapman Heather Elliott

Reviewers

Megan Sayler
Mariah Cunningham
Ann Gordon
Crystal Reid

Suzy Williams
Camille Simmons
Julia Crowe
Johanna McPhee

Stephanie McGrath
Kristi Costellow
Laurie Onos
Terra Allen

Heather Flanders
Elizabeth Klandrud
Larry E. Ninas
Kassy Gnas

Catherine Wentworth
Tim Flores
Norka Padilla
Thomas Johnston

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a moment to look at which room your group is in.
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Thank you!

Thank you for your continued support and commitment to English learners!
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